The Warrior's Bride: Biblical Strategies To Help The Military Spouse Thrive
The call came down from Command, and your warrior husband is out the door, leaving you behind to handle whatever he has left undone. Whether it’s the day-to-day monotony, the inevitable appliance that breaks, or the months without his presence beside you, being a military spouse brings challenges few appreciate. Yet God sees you and longs for you to boldly step into His plan. He purposely chose you for this moment— for your man. He wants to give you abundantly more than what you have right now and desires you to thrive as your warrior’s bride.

**Synopsis**
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**Customer Reviews**

Giving just five stars to this book does not do it justice. I would be much happier giving ten stars because this book is that great. The two women here are clearly strong, passionate, humble Christian women who are just such an amazing light for the Lord. The confidence that shines from the pages of this book tells of their hope, trust and faith in an all powerful, all living God but with such grace. These authors are clearly humble and they really do encourage you through the pages telling of very personal, open and honest thoughts and events in their lives which I, as not only a child of God but woman of God, am incredibly grateful for. Thank you for sharing those with me as a reader. Their views and commitment to marriage [with honesty] is a beacon of light in a world which is trying to destroy the marriage plans God wants for us. It really brought across marriage in a very real, powerful way that made me personally reflect on my own expectations of marriage, when it happens, but how it needs to be rooted in the Lord more than ever. A particular favourite part was
the mention of how happy we are to want Jesus as our saviour but how much do we want him as LORD over our life? That really made me go away and think. This strips away any fuzzy warm cozy ideas we may have formed about love and marriage, but delivers the important, deep and loving way we need each other and what God originally designed for us. I live in an area in London where the RAF is quite active and in the year where we are commemorating the start of WW1 it really makes you think and reflect in a whole different and more compassionate way not only the men who gave their life as a sacrifice for our freedom but the families as well they leave behind.
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